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Abstract
Gas diffusion electrode (GDE) setups have very recently received increasing attention as a fast and
straightforward tool for testing the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) activity of surface area proton
exchangemembrane fuel cell (PEMFC) catalysts undermore realistic reaction conditions. In thework
presentedhere,wedemonstrate that our recently introducedGDE setup is suitable for benchmarking
the stabilityofPEMFCcatalysts aswell. Based on theobtained results, it is argued that theGDE setup
offers inherent advantages for accelerated degradation tests (ADT)over classical three-electrode setups
using liquid electrolytes. Instead of the solid–liquid electrolyte interface in classical electrochemical cells,
in theGDE setup a realistic three-phase boundary of (humidified) reactant gas, proton exchange
polymer (e.g.Nafion) and the electrocatalyst is formed. Therefore, theGDE setupnot only allows
accurate potential control but also independent control over the reactant atmosphere, humidity and
temperature. In addition, the identical location transmission electronmicroscopy (IL-TEM) technique
can easily be adopted into the setup, enabling a combination of benchmarkingwithmechanistic studies.

1. Introduction

Benchmarking the activity and stability of proton exchangemembrane fuel cell (PEMFC) catalysts using classical
three-electrode setups and an aqueous electrolyte solution is a popular approach [1, 2]. The electrode potential
can be controlled independently of the reaction conditions allowing not only comparison of the performance of
different PEMFC catalysts, but also investigation into howpotential excursions affect the catalyst stability and
the degradationmechanism. For the latter, accelerated degradation tests (ADTs) are employed in combination
with techniques such as identical location transmission and scanning electronmicroscopy (IL-TEMand IL-
SEM) [3–12], and scanningflow cells (SFC) coupled to inductively coupled plasma—mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) [13, 14]. Thus, degradationmechanisms, such asmetal dissolution and particle detachment, can be related
to certain excursions in the electrode potential, as well as catalyst properties such as particle size and carbon
support. The aimof ADTs therefore is to apply realistic conditions and at the same time reduce the time inwhich
a performance loss is observed significantly [15–17]. Although this is a contradictory goal, certain ADT
protocols are commonly accepted as a compromise, in particular one of the Fuel Cell Commercialization
Conference of Japan’s (FCCJ) [18, 19] simulating load-cycle and start-up/shutdown conditions of a PEMFC.

Despite the achievementsmade, the current approach also has disadvantages. For example, it is not clear if
and how an aqueous electrolyte environment when compared to a realistic three-phase boundary of humidified
reactant gas (proton exchange polymer, e.g. Nafion) influences the degradation of the active component and the
carbon support, respectively. In the aqueous electrolyte environment it is found that for certain Pt/C fuel cell
catalysts and simulated start-up/shutdown conditions the degradationmechanism is restricted to particle loss,
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most likely due to carbon corrosion [3]. However, under simulated load-cycle conditions themain observed
degradationmechanism changes to particlemigration and coalescence [20]. By comparison, inmembrane
electrode assembly (MEA) tests the reported degradationmechanism is in general platinumdissolution [21],
and in some cases extensive carbon corrosion.More subtlemechanisms, such as particlemigration and
coalescence, cannot be identified.

Only few efforts exist that combine a simple setupwith amore realistic environment [22–29]. Here, we
demonstrate howour recently introduced gas diffusion electrode (GDE) setup [30–32] can be used for
benchmarking the stability of high surface PEMFC catalysts under realistic reaction conditions. Gas diffusion
electrode setups have very recently received increasing attention allowing one to combine the ease of use known
from electrochemical three-electrode setups and liquid aqueous environments with reaction conditions closer
to applications [33]. In thework presented, it is shown that in theGDE setup parameters such as the reactant gas
atmosphere and its humidity can be easily controlled, and their influence on the catalyst stability can be studied.
Thus, the setup offers inherent advantages over the conventional three-electrode setups for ADTs. In addition,
the IL-TEM technique can easily be adopted into the setup, enabling a combination of stability benchmarking
withmechanistic studies.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals,materials and gases.
Ultrapurewater (resistivity>18.2 MΩ·cm, total organic carbon (TOC)<5 ppb) from aMilli-Q system
(Millipore)was used for acid/base dilutions, catalyst ink formulation and theGDE cell cleaning. The following
chemicals were used in ink formulation and electrolyte preparation: isopropanol (IPA, 99.7+%,Alfa Aesar),
70%perchloric acid (HClO4, Suprapur,Merck), potassiumhydroxide hydrate (KOH·H2O, Suprapur,Merck),
commercial Pt/C catalysts (46.0wt%TEC10E50E and 50.6wt%TEC10E50E-HT, Tanaka kikinzoku kogyo, as
well asHISPEC 3000, JohnsonMatthey) andNafion dispersion (D1021, 10wt%, EW1100, Fuel Cell Store).
ANafionmembrane (Nafion 117, 183 μmthick, Fuel Cell Store) and a gas diffusion layer (GDL)with a
microporous layer (MPL) (Sigracet 39BC, 325 μmthick, Fuel Cell Store)were employed in theGDE cell
measurements. Before use, theNafionmembranewas prepared and activated as follows: after cutting several
circles with a diameter of 2 cm from a sheet ofNafionmembrane, themembranes were treated for 30 min at
80 °C in 5wt%H2O2, followed by rinsingwithMilli-Qwater. Then, themembranes were treated for 30 min at
80 °C inMilli-Qwater followed by rinsingwithMilli-Qwater. Finally, themembranewas treated for 30 min
at 80 °C in 8wt%H2SO4, again followed by rinsingwithMilli-Qwater. Allmembranes were kept in a glass vial
filledwithMilli-Qwater. The following gases fromAir Liquidewere used in electrochemicalmeasurements: Ar
(99.999%), O2 (99.999%) andCO (99.97%). TEMcharacterization of the respective Pt/Ccatalysts can be found
in the supporting information (figure S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/JPENERGY/2/024003/mmedia).

2.2. Gas diffusion electrode cell setup.
An in-house developedGDE cell setupwas employed in all electrochemicalmeasurements thatwas initially
designed formeasurements in hot phosphoric acid [24]. The design used in the present study has been described
before [31]. In short, it was optimized to low temperature PEMFC conditions (<100 °C) by placing aNafion
membrane between the catalyst layer and liquid electrolyte; no liquid electrolyte is in direct contact with the
catalyst [31]. A photograph of the parts of the improvedGDE setup is shown infigure 1.

The cell body above theNafionmembrane ismade of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). A platinummesh and
a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)were used as a counter electrode and a reference electrode, respectively.
The counter electrodewas placed inside a glass capillary tubewith a glass frit on the bottom,which avoids the
trapping of gas bubbles in the hole of the Teflon cell and consequently helps to increase the reproducibility of the
measurement. All potentials in this study are referred to the RHEpotential. For initial cleaning, the Teflon upper
part was soaked inmixed acid (H2SO4:HNO3=1:1, v-v) overnight. Subsequently, it was rinsed thoroughlywith
ultrapurewater, and boiled in ultrapurewater twice. Between themeasurements, the Teflon upper part was
boiled in ultrapurewater twice.

2.3. Catalyst ink formulation and catalyst layer application.
Here, 2.0 mg of the respective commercial 46.5 wt%Pt C−1 catalyst powder and 10.09 μl (or 936 μl) of the
10wt%Nafion dispersionweremixedwith 4.74 ml (or 5.15 ml) of IPA:ultrapurewater (1:3, v-v)mixed solvent.
The glass vial containing themixture was placed in the ultrasonic bath and sonicated for 15 min. Subsequently,
themixturewas dispersed using a horn sonicator (Q500,QSonica) for 1 min. Before the application of the
catalyst ink on theGDL, circular pieces (dia.= 20mm) of theGDLwere punched from a larger sheet.
The catalyst inkwas sprayed onto theGDL (MPL-coated side) using a pump (Harvard apparatus 11 plus)with a
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flow rate of 0.5 ml min−1 and an ultrasonic spray nozzle (Sonozap narrow spray atomizer). During the spraying,
the catalyst inkwas constantly sonicated by an ultra sonicator (Sonozap ultrasonic atomizer)with a power of
1.5Wand frequency of 130KHz, and theGDLwas heated on a heating plate (140 °C) and coveredwith an iron
mask so that a circular catalyst layer (dia.=3 mm)was formed at the center of theGDL.

2.4. Electrochemicalmeasurements.
The electrochemicalmeasurements were performed using a computer controlled potentiostat (ECi 200,Nordic
Electrochemistry). Themeasurements were performedwith 4MHClO4 aqueous solution in the upper Teflon
compartment of theGDE setup by applying different temperatures, as reported previously [31]. Prior to the
measurements, the electrodewas purged from the backside (through theGDL)withAr gas, and the catalyst was
cleaned by potential cycles between 0.06 and 1.10VRHE at a scan rate of 500 mV s−1 until a stable cyclic
voltammogram (CV) could be observed (∼50 cycles). The resistance between theworking and reference
electrode (∼10Ω)was compensated to an effective value of around 1Ωusing the analog positive feedback
scheme of the potentiostat. The resistance was determined online using anAC signal (5 kHz, 5 mV) [34].

To determine the stability of the Pt/Celectrocatalysts, ADTs inspired by the FCCJ [18]were performed.
Three different ADTprotocols were tested: (i) a protocol simulating load cycles, where the electrode potential
wasmodulatedwith a squarewave and stepped between 0.6 and 1.0VRHEwith a holding time of 3 s at each
voltage for a total of 9000 potential cycles; (ii) a protocol simulating start-up/shutdown conditions [35], where
the electrode potential was cycledwith a scan rate of 0.5 V s−1 between 1.0 and 1.5VRHE for a total of 9000
potential cycles; and (iii) amixed protocol combining (i) and (ii), which consisted of 500 potential cycles of the
load-cycling protocol followed by 10 potential cycles of the start-up/shutdown protocol, repeated overall 18
times (in the followingwe refer to this protocol as themixed protocol). Tomonitor theHupd area and the change
in the quinone/hydroquinone (Q/HQ) redox peak [36, 37] after each 1000 potential cycles (500 cycles for
procedure (iii)) six CVswere recorded in anAr atmosphere at a scan rate of 0.5 V s−1. The electrochemically
active surface area (ECSA) of the catalyst was determined by conducting CO stripping voltammetry before and
after theADT.We did not record further CO stripping during the ADT tominimize the potential negative
impact of CO stripping on the surface area [38–40]. For theCO strippingmeasurements, theworking electrode
was held at 0.05 Vwhile purgingfirst CO through theGDL for 5 min and thereafter Ar for an additional 5 min.
The ECSAwas determined from theCO (QCO) oxidation charge recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. Unless
otherwise stated, allmeasurements were performed at room temperature.

2.5. TEMgrid preparation.
For IL-TEM investigations, a gold finder grid (400mesh; Plano, Germany)was used. The catalyst inkwas diluted
by a factor of 1:10. Next, 10 μl of diluted catalyst inkwas pipetted onto the gold finder grid. To avoid overlapping
of the catalyst particles, after approximately 10 s the droplet of the catalyst was carefully absorbed off the grid
with afilter paper. Then, the grid was dried, and the catalyst investigated in a Technai Spirit (FEI)with an

Figure 1.Aphotograph of the individual components of theGDE cell employed in the present study (left) and different applied ADT
protocols (right). TheNafionmembrane and theGDL (including the catalyst layer fabricated on it) are sandwiched between the upper
and lower cell body. The upper cell body is pressed to the lower cell body by ametal ring and a clamp. A gas humidifier (gas bubbler) is
connected to the reactant gas. The counter electrode is inserted into a glass capillary to avoid gas capture at the Teflon cell. Optionally,
instead of applying a catalyst layer on theGDL, anAu-TEMgridwith a thin catalyst layer can be sandwiched between theGDL and
Nafionmembrane (not shown). TheADTprotocols are simulating (i) load cycles, (ii) start-up/shutdown conditions and (iii) a
combination of both.
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accelerating voltage of 80 kVbefore and after the ADT. The TEMgridwas placed between aNafionmembrane
and aGDL (without a catalyst layer on it) during the ADT. TheADT for the IL-TEMexperiment was conducted
by applying the load-cycling protocol (1200 cycles) at 60 °C, 100% relative humidity (RH).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison of different ADTprotocols.
The aimof the present studywas to employ our recently developedGDE setupmimicking the PEMFC
environment to ADT studies. Atfirst, we compared different ADTprotocols for their suitability formonitoring
the catalyst degradation in theGDE setup. The different ADTprotocols are designed to apply as realistic
conditions as possible, and at the same time to significantly reduce the time inwhich a performance loss is
observed. For PEMFCs, a variety of different ADTprotocols can be found in the literature. Here, we tested the
popular approach suggested by the FCCJ [18, 19] simulating load-cycle and start-up/shutdown conditions,
respectively. Load-cycle conditions are simulated by stepping the applied electrode potential between 0.6 and
1.0VRHE and holding the potential for three seconds each. The 0.6VRHE is a typical cell potential under full load,
whereas 1.0 VRHE is close to the open circuit potential of Pt and represents the cell voltage under idle conditions.
Start-up/shutdown conditions are simulated by scanning the applied electrode potential between 1.0 and
1.5VRHEwith a scan rate of 0.5 V s−1, which simulates an increase in cathode potential when introducing
hydrogen in an air-filled flowfield or replacing the hydrogenwith air during the start-up and shutdown period,
respectively [35]. For a better understanding of theADTprotocols the reader is referred to [18]. The total
duration of the load-cycle treatment lasted 9000 cycles, which is a total of 16 and 19 h inAr andO2 atmosphere,
respectively. The degradation ismonitored byCVs recorded in anAr atmosphere after each 1000 cycles, as well
as CO stripping experiments before and after the ADTprotocol (therefore, the total time varies as for theADT
protocolmeasured inAr andO2, respectively, as theO2 needed to be replaced from theflowfield before
measuring theCVs). The start-up/shutdown treatment lasted 9000 cycles as well, which is a total of 6 and 9 h in
Ar andO2 atmospheres, respectively.

Infigure 2 the effect of bothADTprotocols employed in theGDE setup is demonstrated on a commercial
Pt/Ccatalyst with an average particle size of 2–3 nm; see figure S1.On the left-hand side, the CVs recorded every
1000 cycles in anAr atmosphere are plotted, whereas on the right-hand side, the CO stripping curves recorded
before and after theADT treatment are shown. For Pt/C, the ECSA loss can bemonitored based on the changes
in theHupd area in theCVs recorded in anAr atmosphere, as well as changes in the area under theCO stripping
curves. Further information concerning the degradation of the catalyst can be derived from the change in the
‘oxide region’ (∼0.75VRHE) and the formation of aQ/HQredox peak (∼0.6VRHE). As seen infigures 2(a), (b),
the behavior of the Pt/Ccatalyst upon the load-cycling treatment (i) is qualitatively the same as reported
previously for ADTmeasurements performed in half-cells with a liquid electrolyte [37]. The Pt/Ccatalyst
continuously loses ECSA, and the reduction peak in the ‘oxide region’ decreases, whereas its peak potential
slightly shifts to higher potentials. After 9000 cycles a total loss in ECSAof 41.5±2.3% is determined.
Interestingly, this is roughly 10%more loss thanwhat is observed for the same catalyst in a conventional cell with
a liquid electrolyte (32.0±1.6); see table 1 andfigures S2, 3 for a summary of the ECSA losses observed for
different catalysts and under different conditions.

In contrast to protocol (i), the effect of applying the start-up/shutdown protocol (ii) in theGDE setup is
more difficult to comparewith previousmeasurements using conventional half-cells and liquid electrolytes
[20, 37, 41].When applying protocol (ii) in theGDE setup, see figures 2(c), (d), the CVs recorded in the Ar
atmosphere quickly lose the features of Pt/Cand become significantly tiltedwith time. This indicatesmassive
carbon corrosion and an increase in cell resistance with time, which is confirmed by the online superposition of
anAC signal (5 kHz, 5 mV). The same trend is seen in theCO stripping curve recorded after the ADTprocedure.
Due to the significant distortion of theCVs andCO strippingmeasurements a proper analysis of the surface area
loss fromdetermination of theHupd or theCO stripping charge is highly questionable.Most likely the prolonged
exposition to high electrode potentials leads to themassive oxidation not only of the catalyst layer, but also the
MPL, and possibly even theGDL.Note that in ourmeasurements the amount of carbon in the catalyst layer is
significantly less than the carbon in theMPL.

Amore representative degradation of the catalyst is achieved by the presentedmixedADTprotocol (iii),
which combines load cycles with start-up/shutdown cycles in a sequence of load cycles and start-up/shutdown
events, figures 2(e), (f). Although only a limited number of high potential excursions are applied, the evolving
features in theCV recorded every 1000 cycles are distinctively different to those in the load-cycle protocol (i): i.e.
the CVs exhibit a strong increase in double layer capacitance, and the formation of a pronouncedQ/HQredox
peak is observed. Although, also for this ADT, it cannot be excluded that the observed features are related to the
degradation of the catalyst layer as well as theMPL and theGDL, the loss in theCO stripping area is solely related
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Table 1.The total percentage loss in ECSAduring the different ADTprotocols as determined from the
CO strippingmeasurements. The error is the standard deviation of three independentmeasurements.

ECSA loss/%

GasAtmosphere

Catalyst Cell type ADTprotocol Ar O2

TEC10E50E Conventional cell load-cycle protocol (i) 32.0±1.6 37.2±2.5
TEC10E50E GDE cell load-cycle protocol (i) 41.5±2.3 48.1±1.6

mixed protocol (iii) 54.3±0.1 57.4±1.8
TEC10E50E-HT GDE cell load-cycle protocol (i) 19.2±0.5 18.2±1.2

mixed protocol (iii) 20.7±0.4 24.0±1.5

Figure 2.The influence of different ADTprotocols performed in anAr atmosphere on the electrochemical behavior of a commercial
Pt/C catalyst (TEC10E50E). On the left-hand side, theCVs (sweep rate 0.5 V s−1) recorded every 1000 cycles in Ar atmosphere are
shown, whereas on the right-hand side, the initial and final CO stripping curves are shown (solid line) together with the subsequent
CV (dashed line); bothwere recorded at a sweep rate of 0.05 V s−1. (a), (b)The step protocol simulating load cycles; (c), (d) theCV
protocol simulating start-up/shutdown conditions; (e), (f) themixed protocol combining the two prior protocols. Themeasurements
were performed at room temperature.
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to the loss in the ECSA of the catalyst. In contrast to the commonly applied start-up/shutdownprotocol (ii), the
measurements from themixedADTprotocol can be analyzedwith confidence, and thus we suggest using such a
mixed procedure instead of the protocol (ii) proposed by the FCCJ for simulating start-up/shutdown
conditions. Despite the fact that the catalyst experiences only 180 high potential excursions in total, it is seen that
in themixed protocol (iii) the ECSA loss (54.3±0.1%) ismore than 10%higher than upon applying the load-
cycle protocol (i) (41.5±2.3%); see table 1.

3.2. The influence of the particle size and heat treatment.
Weperformed the samemeasurements (ADTprotocol (i) and protocol (iii)) on an additional commercial
catalyst (TEC10E50E-HT)with larger particle size, i.e.∼4–5 nm instead of 2–3 nm, see figure S1. As expected
and shownpreviously in ADTusing conventional electrochemical cells [42], the results obtained in theGDE
setup demonstrate a significantly higher loss in ECSA for the catalyst with a smaller particle size (2–3 nm,
TEC10E50E) than for the onewith a larger particle size (4–5 nm, TEC10E50E-HT). Upon applying the load-
cycling protocol (i) using the Pt/C catalyst with 4–5 nmparticle size, the ECSA loss is 19.2±0.5%, i.e. it is
reduced to less than half compared to the Pt/Cwith 2–3 nmparticle size (ECSA loss of 41.5±2.3%).When
applying themixed protocol (iii) the stability improvement is evenmore significant, i.e. an ECSA loss of
20.7±0.4% is detected compared to 54.3±0.1%. An obvious explanation for the observed stability
improvement is the larger particle size of the active Pt phase. It should bementioned, however, that the particle
sizemight not be the only contributing factor to the enhanced stability. As these are commercial samples, the
exact synthesis routes are not publicly available; the catalyst notation, however, suggests that the larger particle
size results from a heat treatment of the Pt/Ccatalyst with 2–3 nmparticle size. Such treatments result not only
in increased particle sizes due to agglomeration and sintering, but also influence the carbon support properties
[43]. For amore detailed study of the influence of the particle size on the catalyst stability, which is not within the
scope of this work, therefore, the use of in-house synthesized catalysts using the toolbox approach [44] is
suggested.

3.3. The influence of the reactant gas conditions.
The above-discussedADTmeasurements were performed under anAr atmosphere. Performing the same
measurements in anO2 atmosphere using the Pt/Ccatalyst with 2–3 nmparticle size leads to small but
distinctive differences; see figure 3. The start-up/shutdownprotocol (ii) faces the same limitations aswhen
performed in the Ar atmosphere, and is therefore not discussed further.However, in theCVs of the load-cycle
protocol (i), it can be seen that (compared to the ADTprotocol (i) performed in the Ar atmosphere) the
formation of theQ/HQredox peak ismore pronounced, indicating an impact of theO2 atmosphere on the
carbon support oxidation. This is confirmed in theCO strippingmeasurements, where a small but distinctive
difference in ECSA loss is seenwhether the ADTprotocol is performed in anAr (41.5±2.3%) orO2

(48.1±1.6%) atmosphere. Interestingly, the difference in ECSA loss betweenmeasurements performed inAr
andO2 atmospheres is less pronouncedwhen applying themixedADTprotocol (iii). This findingmight be
related to the fact that during the high potential excursions the catalyst experiences enhanced oxidation,
independently of the reacting atmosphere. However, applying the same procedures (i) and (iii)with the Pt/C
catalyst with∼4–5 nmparticle size (TEC10E50E-HT), no influence of the reaction gas atmosphere on the
recorded ECSA loss is discernible, i.e. 19.2±0.5% inAr and 18.2±1.2% inO2 gas atmosphere. The results
therefore confirmprevious reports stating that the gas atmosphere affects the surface chemistry of the carbon
supports [28, 45], but they also show that the influence of the gas atmosphere on the ECSA losses is individually
dependent on the Pt/C catalyst.

3.4. Influence of reactant gas humidity.
Another interesting factor in thedegradation ofPEMFCcatalysts is the effect of the relative gas humidity. This
factor is not accessible in standard electrochemical three-electrode setupswith liquid aqueous electrolytes but can
be easily studied in theGDEsetup.Todemonstrate the effect of the relative gas humidity,weperformed a load-
cycleADT indry oxygen gas (protocol (i)). Tobe able tomonitor the real loss inECSA, before and after theADT,
CO strippingmeasurementswere performed inhumidified gas. The results are summarized infigure 4. It is seen
that in dryArgon gas, theHupd region in theCVs—recorded as part of the load-cycle protocol (i)—decreases,
indicating a significant reduction in active Pt surface area. This sudden loss in active Pt surface area can be
correlated to a significant deactivation indry gas conditions.However, thefinalCVrecordedunder re-humidified
conditions demonstrates that the active Pt surface area can, to a large extent, be recovered. That is, after applying
the load-cycle protocol (i)on theTEC10E50EPt/Ccatalystwith a particle size of 2–3 nm, theECSA loss in dryO2
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gas conditionswas∼50%,whereas switching back tohumidifiedO2 gas, the overall ECSA loss is only∼28%,which
is less thanwhen applying the load-cycle protocol (i)under fully humidified conditions.

The results can be interpreted in the followingway.During the load-cycle protocol (i), the active Pt surface
area is significantly reduced due to a loss in proton conduction from the dryNafion in the catalyst layer. Thus,
only part of the catalyst is actually subjected to degradationwhile the other part remains unaltered. This results
in an overall lower degradationwhen switching back to fully humidified conditions. Such behavior, however, is
not expected in real PEMFCdevices, where the power output is decisive. In contrast to the potentiostatic ADT
measurements, under amperometric conditions, inaccessible Pt surface area due to dry gas conditions is
expected to lead to increased degradation in the accessible part of the catalyst layer. To demonstrate this, we
designed an amperometric ADTprotocol that switches 600 times from load (i.e. 100 mA -cm 2

geo) to open
circuit potential (OCP) and back, holding the respective conditions for 3 s each. Comparing the same
TEC10E50EPt/C catalyst under dry and humidified conditions, respectively, a significantly higher ECSA loss
was observed for the dryO2 gas (∼65% loss) compared to the humidifiedO2 gas (∼10% loss) conditions. In
contrast to the potentiodynamic load-cycle protocol (i), re-humidifying the catalyst after applying the

Figure 3.The influence of different ADTprotocols performed in anO2 atmosphere on the electrochemical behavior of a commercial
Pt/C catalyst (TEC10E50E). On the left-hand side, theCVs (sweep rate 0.5 V s−1) recorded every 1000 cycles in anAr atmosphere are
shown, whereas on the right-hand side, the initial and final CO stripping curves (solid line) are shown together with the subsequent
CV (dashed line); bothwere recorded at a sweep rate of 0.05 V s−1. (a), (b)The step protocol simulating load cycles; (c), (d) theCV
protocol simulating start-up/shutdown conditions; (e), (f) themixed protocol combining the two prior protocols. Themeasurements
were performed at room temperature.
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amperometric ADTprotocol could only recover a small part of the ECSA (total loss of∼57% instead of
∼65% loss).

3.5. IL-TEMmeasurements in theGDE setup.
An advantage of half-cells with a liquid electrolyte—compared toMEA test—is the possibility of performing IL-
TEMmeasurements to analyze the degradationmechanism leading to the loss in active surface area.Here, we
demonstrate that the same is feasible in theGDE setup, and even elevated temperatures can be used; see figure 5.

Figure 4.The influence of humidification ofO2 gas on the ECSA loss of a commercial Pt/C catalyst (TEC10E50E) upon applying an
amperometric ADT consisting of 600 steps between load conditions (100 mA -cm 2

geo) andOCP,maintaining each condition for 3 s
each. (a), (b)CVs andCO stripping (sweep rate 0.05 V s−1) before and after the ADTprotocol applied under humidifiedO2 gas. (c),
(d)CVs andCO stripping (sweep rate 0.05 V s−1) before and after the ADTprotocol applied under dryO2 gas. Themeasurements
before applying theADTprotocol were recorded under humidified conditions. In addition, the effect of re-humidifying theO2 gas
after applying theADTprotocol is shown. Themeasurements were performed at room temperature.

Figure 5. IL-TEMmicrographs of a commercial 20 wt%Pt C−1 catalyst (HiSPEC3000) (a) before and (b) after load-cycle ADT
treatment for 1200 cycles at 60 °C.
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By placing the TEMgrid between themembrane electrolyte andGDL, the IL-TEMmethod can be applied
straightforwardly. For the demonstration, a catalyst with lower Pt loading (20wt%)was used to facilitate the
ability to follow the change in individual particles. The typical degradation phenomena, such asmigration and
coalescence (yellow circles) and particle detachment (red circle), can be clearly seen to occur as consequence of
the load-cycle treatment.

4. Conclusion

Wedemonstrate the application of our recently introducedGDE setup for benchmarking the stability of PEMFC
catalysts under realistic reaction conditions. It is shown that the popular ADTprotocol proposed by the FCCJ to
simulate load-cycle conditions leads to suitable results for describing the degradation behavior of the catalyst,
whereas the protocol proposed for simulating start-up/shutdown conditions leads tomassive corrosion of the
carbon in the catalyst layer, as well as theMPL andGDL, thereby obstructing the ability to track the surface area
loss of the catalyst. Therefore, we propose a combination of the two protocols, limiting the number of high
potential excursions as a feasible alternative. Such treatment would also be closer to a realistic condition, where
not exclusively load-cycle or start-up/shutdown conditions are applied, but both cases occur. Using these ADT
protocols a significant influence of the particle size on the ECSA loss is observed; although it is acknowledged
that the (assumed) heat treatment of the catalyst also changes the carbon support. Furthermore, it is shown that
the gas atmosphere (reactant or inert gas, as well as dry or humidified gas) influences the degradation behavior.
In contrast to previous reports, it is demonstrated that the influence of the presence of oxygen on the
degradation depends on the ADTprotocol and the catalyst. No systematic difference between the liquid and
polymer environment was seen; however, it is found that when applying high potential excursions, the influence
of the reactant gas atmosphere becomes less pronounced (for those cases where a clear influence is observed).

More intriguing is the observed influence of the reactant humidity, which cannot be studied in conventional
cells using liquid electrolytes. It is found that under dry conditions only parts of the catalyst layer participate in
the reaction. In a potentiostatic ADTprotocol, almost all of the initial surface area can be re-established by
switching back to humidified conditions, i.e. the apparent loss in ECSA is reversible. This is, however, not the
case in amore realistic amperometric degradation protocol. This finding highlights the fact that to investigate
such effects, additional ADTprotocols are needed to ensure that the entire catalyst layer is indeed participating
in the reaction.

Last, but not least, it is demonstrated that the IL-TEM technique can easily be integrated in the
measurements, allowing a combination of surface area loss determination andmechanistic insights. This is even
possible at 60 °C, i.e. close to the actual operation temperature of a PEMFC. To sumup, it is demonstrated that
the introducedGDE setup offers substantial advantages over standard degradationmeasurements in
electrochemical cells employing liquid electrolytes.
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